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J CRAFT TORPEDO 
First impressions count, so how better to escort guests 
to the yacht than by the most glamorous superyacht 
tender available. J Craft’s Torpedo is handcrafted 
for the most stylish of superyacht owners. With as 
much emphasis on its vintage aesthetics as there is 
on performance, its long, lean lines are finished in 
an abundance of lacquered wood while upholstery, 
handmade cabinetry and luxurious finishes are a tactile 
triumph. It is also doubles up as a self-sufficient boat 
with space for four guests and a captain. 
j-craftboats.com 
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T O Y  B O X

C O O L  &  S T Y L I S H  
What to buy the superyacht owner who has it all, 

except for these unique, out-there toys, that is.

W O R D S  M I R I A M  C A I N
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PARAGON STUDIO DIABOLO DUMBBELLS
For the fitness fanatic, Paragon Studio’s 
Diabolo Dumbbells are not just any normal 
dumbbells. Available with unparalleled levels 
of customization and unique features—think 
woods from teak to walnut, metals from steel 
to bronze—they have been designed to enhance 
every training session, which, given the exquisite 
setting of a superyacht gym, is no mean feat. 
paragonstudio.co.uk 

03
ULYSSE NARDIN X BEAU LAKE 
The avid paddleboarder and watch enthusiast 
can now enjoy the water in luxury with the 
introduction of Ulysse Nardin x Beau Lake.  
A shared love for exploration has inspired a 
new collaboration between Swiss watchmaker 
Ulysse Nardin and Canadian luxury waterside 
experiences manufacturer, Beau Lake. Together 
they have created the ultimate paddleboard 
experience by combining a limited-edition 
chronometer timepiece emboldened with 
the Beau Lake logo, and a customized Malibu 
paddleboard paired with a Hybrid paddle 
featuring Ulysse Nardin branding. 
beaulake.com
 
04
TAIGA MOTORS ORCA ELECTRIC JET SKI 
Every environmentally-savvy superyacht owner 
is looking at the latest e-toys, and what could be 
better than an electric Jet Ski that performs as 
well as a gas-powered version? Aside from the 
emissions benefits, Taiga’s Orca electric Jet Ski is 
quiet, despite its incredible acceleration and top 
speed of up to 65 mph, and offers up to two hours 
of fun and games.
taigamotors.ca
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DUCATI CROSS-E SCRAMBLER SCOOTER 
Sustainable and individually stylish do not always 
merge, but while the Ducati Cross-E Scrambler 
may be slower than Ducati’s usual two-wheelers, 
it is certainly more fitting for the eco-conscious 
yacht owner (and can be stowed away in the toy 
box ). Easier to handle than its more powerful 
brothers, the Cross-E Scrambler’s anti-puncture 
tires are perfect for the rougher terrain that  
goes hand-in-hand with most coastlines.   
ducatiurbanemobility.com 
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